
can also be more easily manipulated.
LEDs can be directed and constrained,
eliminating unwanted light scattering.
Using longer wavelengths of LED light
can reduce physiological and behavior¬
al costs, eliminating tlie harmful blue-
ish light that eats away at our health.
We can mimic the natural spectrum of
light by controlling intensity, retaining
the convenience of artificial light while
limiting its erasure of darkness. There
is arise in darkness tourism as people
begin to seek out the dark, and at the
forefront is legislation recently passed
in France limiting how much light can
be emitted to the atmosphere. Invoking
philosophers from Kafka to Rousseau,
Eklof writes of the dark as our friend,
of contemplation in silence when we
rest our eyes, of something beyond
what we can imagine in light.

T h e b o o k e n d s w i t h E k l o f ' s o w n
"darkness manifesto": to be aware of,
embrace, and protect the darkness. His
list of actionable items can be followed

by all: first to become aware of the dark¬
ness, then to avoid blue light at night
and talk to those around us about the

importance of darkness, and finally to

hope that my own children will be able
to see the Milky Way, to experience that
glorious ribbon of light in the darkness.

Next, the book moves from the natu¬
ral world of darkness to the ills of an ar¬
tificially illuminated planet as it affects
both wildlife and humans. As light dis¬
rupts our internal clocks and hormone
rhythms, there is an increased preva¬
lence of stress, depression, and sleep
problems. Night-shift workers have
increased risk of tumor formation be¬
cause light suppresses anatural night¬
time peak of melatonin, ahormone es¬
sential for sleep. Another direct result of
the breaking down of melatonin cycles
is alowered level of leptin, ahormone
that regulates appetite. One of the
many causes of obesity could be linked
to dysfunction of leptin and melatonin
levels affected by light pollution. In oth¬
er words, we "light ourselves obese"
and we "light ourselves sick."

Light pollution is apervasive threat
to global health, to the creatures that
depend on the dark, and to ecosystem
services, such as those provided by
pollinating insects and bats. Increasing
light pollution has caused the decline
of creatures that depend on darkness;
some of those being essential for eco¬
system function. Thousands of workers

JciDiy Oiiyaiig is mi associate professor at the
University of Nevada, Reno. She is an integra¬
tive physiologist interested in how animals adapt
to urban environments, including those living in
pervasii'c light pollution.

Reading
M a t h e m a t i c s

Brian Hayes

O N C E U P O N A P R I M E ; T h e Wo n d r o u s
Connec t ions Between Mathemat ics and

Literature. Sarah Hart. 304 pp. Flatiron
Books, 2023. $29.99.

h e C o m m o n w e a l t h o f M a t h ¬
ematics and the Republic of Let¬
ters share along, unguarded bor¬

der. Conventional wisdom says there's
no need to fortify the boundary line,
because so few citizens of either realm
have any inclination to cross it. It's not
that math types and literary t^'pes are
enemies; perhaps they are merely indif¬
ferent to each other's ideas.

In Once Upon APrime, Sarah Hart
reveals that there is more cross-border
t r a f fi c t h a n m o s t o f u s r e a l i z e . Va r i ¬
ous k inds o f ma themat i ca l con t raband

have been smuggled into the works
of poets and novelists, and at least a

influence our own environment by lim- few mathematicians have dabbled in
iting excessive use of night light. The works of imaginative literature. Hart
book does an excellent job of evoking wants to encourage such cultural corn-
empathy for those animals suffering the merce, and perhaps even establish
loss of night, such that by the end, the more formal diplomatic relations,
reader is appreciative of darkness and Once Upon APrime offers athree-part
wants to protect it. By protecting dark- catalog of literary works that borrow
ness, we protect our own health and from the world of mathematics in one
the well-being of our ecosystem, wlrich way or another. In Part I, mathematical
contains so many creatures depen- ideas supply patterns and structures
dent on the distinction between night that give shape to poetry or to works of
and day. Only by following our mner prose fiction. An example is the Japa-
rhythm and letting our eyes adjust to nese art of hniku, poems with 17 syl-
thc dark can we truly see tlie animals lables arranged in three lines of five,
that need the dark to survive. seven, and five. Hart points out that

As diurnal animals, we need the 3, 5, 7, and 17 are all prime numbers,
darkness to appreciate the light; it is in divisible only by 1and themselves,
darkness that conversations lengthen Tine Japanese tankn form has five lines
and silence is profound. Eklof wonders with syllable counts of five, seven, five,
if his children will be able to take their sev’en, and seven; the total is 31, which
own children to Lake Tolken to experi-is another prime. This prevalence of
ence shooting stars, both to witness the primes is intriguing, although Hart of-
celestial fireworks above, and the dark- fers only tentative speculations about
ness around them needed to see it. I its effect on the aesthetics of the poems.

T

In an increasingly illuminated world, the
boundaries of night and day are blurred,

changing activity patterns.

in Sichuan Province, China, currently
hand-pollinate blossoms that were pre¬
viously insect pollinated. Sichuan is a9
on the Bortle scale, aregion so brightly
lit that it does not sleep; light pollution
is one of the hypothesized causes of its
native bee decline, along with pesticide
use. Ahuman worker can pollinate 10
trees per day, but asmall bee colony
can hand le hundreds .

Similarly, adecline in bat popula¬
tions in certain areas is also apparent.
Bat declines because of light pollution
have been reported across Southeast
Asia. For instance, rice crops are being
threatened by insect attacks and dis¬
eases, which are typically alleviated
by bat colonies.

Despite all the negative impacts
Eklof describes, the book is ultimately
optimistic. "Less is more" is aphrase
that can be applied to lighting, Eklof
writes. With the invention of LEDs,
lighting is more energy efficient and
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claimed they all make sense, although
he can't possibly have read them all.

Hart herself bravely enters the
potential-literature game with adevice
she calls Fano fiction. The Fano plane,
n a m e d f o r t h e I t a l i a n m a t h e m a t i c i a n

Gino Fano, is ageometric construction
with se\'en points and seven lines, ar¬
ranged as shown below. Each point lies
on three lines, and each line touches
three points. (One of the lines is drawn
as acircle; no arrangement of the points
al lows a l l seven l ines to be drawn as

straight segments.) By associating a
word with each point, Hart generates
astory made up of seven three-word
sentences, beginning "Book top act!
Best book fast!" The story consists of 21
words, but explaining what they mean
would take at least four times as many.

Part II of Once Upon APrime ex¬
plores mathematical ideas that enter
literary works as metaphors or other
figures of speech. Hart describes her
experience of reading Herman Mel¬
ville's Moby-Dick for the first time:

As Iread on, Ikept encounter¬
ing mathematical allusions, so
many in fact that it became clear
to me that Melville obviously rel¬
ished mathematical ideas—they
were bound to escape from his
mind onto the page, and when
he reached for ametaphor, more
often than not something math¬
ematical would present itself.

The rhyme schemes of poems also
have amathematical structure. Arhyme
scheme can be represented by ase¬
quence such as ABAB or ABBA, where
matching letters indicate lines with the
same end rhyme. Anatural question for
those w i th amathemat ica l bent i s how

many rhyme schemes are possible for
\'erses with agiven number of lines.
The answer is asequence of numbers
beginning 1,2,5,15,52,203 That is,
aone-line poem has just one possible
rhyme scheme, A. With two lines the
al ternat ives are AA and AB. Three- l ine

verses have tliese five possible schemes:
AAA, AAB, ABA, ABB. ABC. The ele¬
ments of the sequence grow rapidly for
longer \'erses; with 10 lines, there are
115,975 possibilities.

Hart explains that the numbers
counting rhyme schemes are known as
Bell numbers, after the mathematician
Eric Temple Bell. To my disappoint¬
ment, however, she does not explain in
any detail why this particular sequence
is associated with the rhyme schemes,
or how to calculate the Bell numbers.

The celebration of mathematically
inspired literary structure reaches
its zany zenith in the works of Ou-
lipo, agroup formed in 1960 by the
French writers Raymond Queneau
and Francois Le Lionnais. "Oulipo"
is an abbreviation of Ouvroir de litfe-
rature potentielle, usually translated as
Workshop of Potential Literature. A
characteristic work from the group is
Queneau's One Hundred Thousand Bil¬
lion Poems, published as abook of 10
pages. Each page is slit horizontally
to form 14 strips, and each strip bears
asingle line of text. Selecting one of
the 10 strips in each of the 14 posi¬
tions generates the promised lO*"* po¬
ems. They are all sonnets conforming
to the same rhyme scheme. American
m a t h e m a t i c s w r i t e r M a r t i n G a r d n e r

"Nguyen Ba Thanh wonders if death
by old age is ci^'ilisatio^’s destiny.”

-PhilosoJ)fij Now

“A gripping reflection of the murky
future of Homo Sapiens.”

-Kirlcus Retieus

From aging human societies, The
Demogra-Fate Hypothesis posits a
natural demographic old age (and
death) for cosmic civilizations. If all

your fading body, stars, thethings-
cooling universe—age and die, can
species like ours stay forever voung?

THE
DEMOGRA-FATE
HYPOTHESIS

N C U Y C N t A T H A N H

Oo hunwiNy &I t tcmmk p«f> Kcv*
A n n * c f O m . M * t y o u ^

N 4 * m o 9 r » o h i c M m n
o n C « r t K n o t u r o l d

di 4nti#i9«nt tpoclM mtNt UnNofw*

The premier example is Melville's de¬
scription of iron cauldrons called try-
pots aboard the whaling ship Pequod.
These large cooking vessels, where
whale blubber was rendered into oil,
have across section that the narrator,
Ishmael, identifies as an inverted cy¬
cloid. The cycloid is the curve traced
by apoint on the perimeter of adisk

“Evolution’s conceptual end
point is finally reached when the
brainiest wild species can and docs

i t se l f ou t o f ex i s tence ,

consciously and merrily. ... \XTien

these app-addicied apes become
fossils in this lost oasis, somewhere

in anearby galaxy, another vtild
species will blindly evolve to boost
brain power, create technolog}',
solve hunger, enjoy fiin, reproduce
less... This ancient cycle of blind
evolution may have played out a
zi l l ion t imes across infiniw.”

part) ’

T h e F a n o P l a n o
The Demogra-Fate Hypothesi.s

is avai lab le on Amazon
The Fano plane (left) consists of seven points joined by seven lines. Sarah Hart turns it into a
storytelling device by associating aword with apoint. From Once Upon APmuc.
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ignored, but had been actively sup¬
pressed by some biographers.

P a r t I I I d i s c u s s e s w o r k s i n w h i c h

mathematics (and in some cases,
mathematicians) become central, the¬
matic elements of the story. For ex¬
ample, fractals and chaos theory, both
trendy mathematical topics in the late
20th century, were important plot de¬
vices in Michael Crichton's novel Ju¬
rassic Park. Cryptography was atheme
in works by Edgar Allan Poe, Jules
Veme, and 0. Henry. We visit Profes¬
sor James Moriarty, the archvillain of
the Sherlock Holmes stories, whose
professorship is in mathematics. Hart
points out that Holmes himself, with
his skills in logical deduction, might
have been given mathematical creden¬
tials, but Arthur Conan Doyle thought
the public would have trouble warm¬
ing up to such afigure. Better an opi¬
u m a d d i c t t h a n a m a t h e m a t i c i a n .

The longest section of Part HI delves
into Edwin A. Abbott's 1884 book Flat-
land: ARomance of Mani/ Dimensions.
This is awork with ahighly mathemati¬
cal premise: Various creatures inhabit¬
ing atwo-dimensional universe try to
imagine life in three dimensions, there¬
by challenging us denizens of 3D to
conceive of afour th d imension. There 's

no disputing that mathematical ideas
take center stage in this tale. Indeed,
it's really more of amath book than a
novel, and library catalogs treat it as
such, putting Flatland on the mathemat¬
ics shelves, not with the fiction.

For me, the most engaging section of
Part HI deals with Hart's attempt to re¬
solve aseeming paradox in aJorge Luis
Borges short story, "The Library of Ba¬
bel." The library holds asingle copy of
every possible book of acertain length;
each volume consists of 410 pages, hold¬
ing 1312,000 characters drawn from an
alphabet of 25 letters and punctuation
marks. Thus, the library's total inven¬
tory isbooks, which is an im¬
mense number, but still finite. The para¬
dox is that the library itself is said to go
on forever, with every shelf filled. You
can walk left or right in any corridor
and never come to the end, and like¬
wise, you can go up or down stairways
from floor to floor without reaching the
top or the bottom. How can we recon¬
cile this boundless space with afinite
collection of volumes? Hart proposes
that we map the corridors and stairways
onto the surface of atorus, or doughnut.
That way, you can wander forever with¬
out coming to the edge of the world.

By education and profession. Hart is
amember o f the mathemat ica l commu¬

nity, rather than the literary one. She is
aprofessor of mathematics at Birkbeck
College in London and is also the cur¬
rent Gresham Professor of Geometry,
apost that calls for delivering aseries
of lectures for the general public. She
is atalented and enthusiastic exposi¬
tor, who dearly takes great pleasure
in turning people on to the charms of
mathematics. It's alittle perplexing,
then, that in this book she sometimes
shies away from fully explaining the
mathematical ideas she discusses.

As mentioned, the Bell numbers
and rhyme schemes receive only
cursory treatment. Another example
comes up in connection with astruc¬
ture called an interval graph. Hart in¬
troduces the idea with astory about
the four sisters of Little Women visiting
their Aunt March. The interval graph
records these visits by drawing aline
between two sisters if their visits over¬
lapped. Reports from Meg, Jo, Beth,
and Amy lead to the interval graph
shown at upper left. Hart then writes:

This graph has acycle Meg—^Jo—
Beth—^Amy. But there is atheo¬
rem in graph theory that says that
every interval graph is 'chordal.'
W h a t t h i s m e a n s i s t h a t s o m e ¬

where in every cycle there has to
b e a c h o r d — a n i n t e r m e d i a t e l i n e

joining two of its points. If agraph
doesn't have that property, then
it can't be atrue interval graph.
Here, it means there must be a
line either joining Meg to Beth, or
one joining Amy to Jo.
Iwas fascinated by this observation,

but also frustrated that Hart gave no hint
of why the theorem is true. Perhaps she
chose not to spell out the details for fear
of scaring away math-shy readers. Hart
writes, "That feeling we get when we
read agreat novel or aperfect sonnet—
that here is abeautiful thing, with all the
component parts fitting together per¬
fectly in aharmonious whole—is the
same feeling amathematician experi¬
ences when reading abeautiful proof."
Agreed! And frie reader should not be
denied ataste of the delights to be found
in reading proofs and other kinds of
mathemat ica l l i te ra ture .

Meg

Amy Jo

Beth

Visits reported by the four sisters of Little
Women are recorded in ast ructure ca l led an

interval graph, where two sisters are connect¬
ed by aline if their visits overlapped. But the
sisters' reports cannot all be correct, because
the interval graph must have achord con¬
necting Meg and Beth or Amy and Jo. From
Once Upon APrime.

as the disk rolls on aplane. Ishmael,
having climbed into one of the pots to
scrub and polish its interior, muses on
the geometry of the surface: "It was
in the left hand try-pot of the Pecjuod,
with the soapstone diligently circling
around me, that Iwas first indirectly
struck by the remarkable fact, that in
geometry all bodies gliding along the
cycloid, my soapstone for example,
will descend from any point in pre¬
cisely the same time."

The cycloid curve was ahot topic
among mathematicians in the 17th cen¬
tury, when Christiaan Huygens proved
the "remarkable fact" noted by Ishma¬
el: The inver ted curve is a ta i i tochrone

(a term that might be translated "same
time"). Abody sliding along the curve
wi thou t f r i c t i on w i l l r each t he bo t t om

in the same amount of time, no matter
where along the curve it is released. It's
surprising that Ishmael, asailor with
little formal education, would be ac¬
quainted with such ageometric oddity,
but then Ishmael is quite the know-
it-all, discoursing on everything from
ancient history to zoology.

Amore pointed question is how
Melville came to know of the cycloid
and the tautochrone. Hart has an an¬

swer to propose: He learned it from
Joseph Henry, one of the preeminent
Amer i can sc ien t i s t s o f t he 19 th cen¬

tury. Henry's first teaching appoint¬
ment was at the Albany Academy, a
school for boys where young Melville
was astar pupil. This aspect of Mel¬
ville's biography was brought to light
in a2016 doctoral thesis by Meredith
Farmer, who argues that Melville's in¬
terest in the sciences was not merely

Brian Hayes is afarmer editor and columnist far
American Scientist. His most recent book is Fool¬

proof, and Other Mathematical Meditations
(MIT Press, 2017).
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